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S-c-S JUNCTIONS AS NONLINEAR ELEMENTS
OF MICROWAVE RECEIVING DEVICES

A. N. VYSTAVKIN, V. N. GUBANKOV, L. S. KUZMIN

Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Marx avenue 18, Moscow K-9, USSR

K. K. LIKHAREV, V. V. MIGULIN and V. K. SEMENOV

Moscow State University, Physics department, Moscow B-234, USSR

Résumé. 2014 On analyse les phénomènes qui peuvent se produire dans une jonction S-c-S (supra-
conducteur-constriction-supraconducteur), couplée à un circuit hyperfréquence. On étudie et on
discute les propriétés des jonctions, comparées à celles des éléments non linéaires usuels en hyper-
fréquence. On obtient les caractéristiques des récepteurs (amplificateurs, détecteurs, ou changeurs
de fréquence) utilisant ces phénomènes. Les caractéristiques limites de ces dispositifs dans
différents régimes de fonctionnement sont analysées et comparées avec les caractéristiques obtenues
expérimentalement.
On montre que les propriétés de bruit de ces dispositifs utilisant des jonctions S-c-S quasi

idéales, peuvent être obtenues pour des fréquences inférieures à la fréquence caractéristique de la
jonction. Cette fréquence est de l’ordre de 500 à 1 000 GHz pour les contacts à pointes ou les
microponts en couche mince.

Abstract. 2014 The analysis of possible phenomena in the superconductor-constriction-super-
conductor (S-c-S) junctions inserted into microwave circuits is carried out. The results of experi-
ments in which properties of the junctions making them different in comparison with usual non-
linear microwave elements were studied are discussed. The characteristics of receiving devices such
as amplifiers, detectors and converters operating on the basis of these phenomena are obtained.
The limit characteristics of these devices in different regimes of operation are analysed and compared
with experimentally achieved characteristics.

It is shown that the noise properties of the receiving devices utilizing the S-c-S junctions close to
ideal can be obtained for the frequencies lower than characteristic frequency of the junction. This
frequency for known realizations of the S-c-S junctions (point contacts and thin film bridges of
small dimensions) can reach of order of 500-1 000 GHz or in other words of the middle of the
submillimeter waveband range.

WIDE BAND DETECTION (II).

1. The introduction. - 1.1 THE S-c-S JUNCTION AS
AN « IDEAL » SUPERCONDUCTING ELEMENT OF THE

RECEIVING DEVICES. - The most of receiving devices
utilizing Josephson effect realized for this moment
are made on the basis of the S-c-S junctions. We
define the S-c-S (superconductor-constriction-super-
conductor) junction [1] as a structure in which weak
link of two superconducting electrodes is created in
the form of short circuit section of the same super-
conductor as electrodes with effective dimension A
less than coherence length 03BE. The point contacts

(see the review [2]) and thin film bridges of small
dimensions [3]-[8] are well-known realizations of

the S-c-S junctions.
It is not difficult to understand why the S-c-S

junctions are wide-spread. The main requirements to
nonlinear elements of superhighsensitive microwave
receiver are the following.

(i) The nonlinearity of high magnitude, for instance,
maximum modulation coefficient for parametric
elements (see, for instance [9]-[11]) or maximum
curvature of i-v characteristic for detectors [12].

(ii) Low level of intrinsic noise.

(iii) High cutoff frequency above which proper-
ties (i) and (ii) become get worse by some reason.

The Josephson elements satisfy well the require-
ment (i). As it will be shown later the magnitude of
nonlinearity of these elements is limited by fluctuations
only. The intrinsic noise (requirement (ii)) is low
for all known superconducting elements not taking
into account flicker-effect at low frequencies in the
point contacts [13] and granular superconduc-
tors [14]. Therefore the main parameter reasonable
for comparison of different elements is the cutoff

frequency.
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In the principle the Josephson elements have the
highest cutoff frequency among all superconducting
elements. In fact the nonlinear processes in these

elements, as it is easy to see, for instance, from [15]
or [16], are caused by the interference of wave functions
of two superconducting electrodes in the region of
the junction and are not connected with relaxation
processes of the parameter of the order L1. The relaxa-
tion of L1 can be very slow (according to the modern
representations [17] it is characterized by the time
constant of order of 10-8 s) and this should limit
cutoff frequency at the level of about 10’ Hz for
the elements which have nonlinearity mechanim
caused by this relaxation process. But Josephson
elements have only one principal time constant io
which is connected with the current redistribution

process in the superconductor between normal and
superconducting components

In (1.1) 1. is the critical current of the Josephson
junction, R is its resistance in normal state.

According to [16] and [18] at any rate at T Z Tc
this time is the same for S-I-S (tunnel) and S-c-S
structures because

The theory of the S-c-S structures at T ~ 0 is not
exist yet but according to experimental data [2] Vo
for these structures is close to vo for the S-I-S struc-
tures

Numerical values of fo obtained from (1 . l)-(l . 3)
are in the range of 1011-1012 Hz.
However not all Josephson elements have such

high cutoff frequency. For instance the cutoff fre-
quency of the S-I-S junction (1) is the plasma fre-

quency [1] which is determined by parasitic capaci-
tance C of the junction

The values of L1 in S-S’-S structures, for instance in
bridge type structures [19]-[22], are making damped
artificially that makes values Vo lower, down to

(10-6-10-5) V, i. e. makes values fo lower, down to

( 109-101 °) Hz. The values of Y° for the S-N-S structures
naturally are also low [1 ], [23]-[28]. The values of Vo
for the bridges superimposed on the nickel [29]
also get two-three times lower.
By exactly this reason the S-c-S junctions are the

most promising superconducting nonlinear elements
for the microwave range (we mean under microwaves
here the short wave length portion of the centimeter
waveband range and also the millimeter and submilli-
meter waveband range (2)). This work is devoted to
the analysis of these junctions.

1.2 THE MODEL OF THE S-C-S JUNCTION. - We
will use in the theoretical analysis of processes in the
S-c-S junctions well-known « resistive » model

proposed initially for description of the S-N-S struc-
tures [30] and the tunnel junctions with small capa-
citance [31], [32]. The validity of this model for
the S-c-S junctions at T  Tc then was proved by
Aslamazov and Larkin [16]. According to this model
the current I through the junction is

where ç is the wave function phase difference of

superconducting electrodes forming the junction

V the voltage across the junction.
The resistive model explaines well, as it was demons-

trated many times, almost all known properties of
the S-c-S junctions of dimensions 039B  03BE. Moreover
this model is « ideal » in some sense because practi-
cally any deflection from it deteriorates microwave

properties of the junctions.
The necessity of taking into account the fluctuations

is of principle during the investigation of many

properties of the junctions. It is possible to make
this using the Langevin method [1] ] adding the fluc-
tuation term If(t) to the current I through junction,
 If &#x3E; = 0 (3). During the analysis we will neglect
the noise of type 1/f which is unimportant in any
case at frequencies % 105 Hz [13]. Then at not too
large voltages across the junction and not too high
frequencies such as

the intrinsic noise of junction can be considered as
the white (hf) noise

(1) We mean here the junctions of small cross-section dimen-
sions ( à - wavelength of Josephson oscillations) which are
operating as lumped elements. The characteristics of the tunnel
junction receiving elements operating in traveling-wave régime
should be high. But realization of effective microwave power
interchange between such elements and external circuits is
remaining difficult problem.

(2) By the same reason, as we have shown recently, using S-c-S
junctions it is possible to create the most high speed elements
of computers with switch time of order of 1 ps.

1 

(3) We will define averaging procedure on ensemble using the
brackets  ... &#x3E; and averaging procedure on time using upper
line. The subscript T means that given value is taken at time
t + 1.
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Since eV, h03C9 ~ e Yo for all real regimes of using the
junctions actual condition of applicability of the expres-
sion (1. 8) is the relation Vo Z VT = kT/e. VT ~ 360 gV
for T = 4.2 K and this condition is fulfilled for many
realizations of the S-c-S junctions. However recently
the values of Yo N 1 gV were achieved as for the
point contacts [2] so for the bridges of small dimen-
sions [33]. In this case the value of noise may be

greater than it gives the expression (1.8). However
the temperature cannot be higher than eV/2 k [34],
[35] even in the most unfavourable case when the
electron free path length 1 &#x3E; A. The noise is lower
in case when 1  039B [36]. By this reason we will
restrict the consideration during the analysis by the
expression (1.8) assuming that T stands in general
case for the effective temperature which can be
somewhat higher than physical temperature of the
junction at large bias voltages.

Sometimes taking into account the external fluc-
tuations (interference) arising in the junction from
external circuits is essential. Usualy spectral compo-
nents at frequencies much lower than operating fre-
quencies of the microwave devices (Z 108 Hz) prevail
in the external fluctuations. In this case it is possible
to assume that the correlation time of If is large
(the noise is the If noise).

It means [37] that it is possible to calculate during
the analysis any value F at the absence of the external
fluctuations as a function of the bias current I and
then to calculate total value  F &#x3E; using the

expression

The distribution w(If) is assumed to be normal

and it is possible to define the noise intensity as

effective amplitude In/2 [38]

This approach to the analysis of intrinsic and
external fluctuations is common and it is well suitable
for explaining of experimental results.

In further analysis we will use often for the sake of
simplicity the usual variable normalization procedure
according which currents, voltages, impedances,
frequencies and time are taking in units of Io, Vo, R,
fo (or cvo = 2 nfo) and io, respectively. Corresponding
small letters are using for defining of normalized
variables. The exception is made for normalized

frequencies and normalized time which are defined
as 03A9 or L1 (4) and t.

(4) Do not mix up with the order parameter.

Using these dimensionless variables it is possible
according to (1.5) to write down the equation for
processes in the junction in the form

where ie is the « coupling current », i. e. the current
in the junction caused by the external microwave
circuit in which the junction is inserted. Using dimen-
sionless variables we rewrite the eq. (1.8) for the
intrinsic noise in the form

where it is possible to represent the relative noise

intensity T either as the relative effective amplitude
of the intrinsic fluctuations

(Ifh cw 0.36 )lA at T = 4.2 K), or as the measure of
the normal resistance of the junction

1.3 THE SUMMARY OF THE WORK. - We carry
out the theoretical analysis of electrodynamic (micro-
wave) properties of the S-c-S junctions which can be
used for constructing of sensitive microwave receiving
devices using resistive model representation. We
make comparison of the obtained results with the

experimental data for the S-c-S junctions of different
types. Besides that we consider different operating
regimes of such devices and find their characteristics.
We use the following common method of analysis.

Relative bandwidths of the most of the receiving
devices are small for all used frequency components.
This allows us to assume that the process in a device
can be represented as a sum of not large amount of
quasi-harmonic frequency components.

Therefore it is possible to carry out the analysis in
two stages. At first we assume that the incident action
on the junction is given and calculate a response for
this incident action. Then we consider the external
circuit and find all parameters of the process on the
basis of obtained results. According to this we have
divided this work into parts dependingly on intensity
of incident (external) action on the junction.
The properties of the autonomous junction (ie = 0)

are described in the part 2. The part 3 is devoted to
the consideration of linear properties of the junction
when the action of external circuit on the junction is
so small that the response of the junction is propor-
tional to the intensity of the action. Such regime is
used in parametric amplifiers and converters with

self-pumping and by this reason the analysis of them
is carried out in the part 3 also. Quadratic effects at
small external action are considered in the part 4
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and characteristics of the Josephson detectors of

dînèrent types are obtained on the basis of this consi-
deration. The part 5 is devoted to the study of some
effects at strong interaction of the junction with the
external circuit. In particular in the part 5 the limit
power of the Josephson radiation is calculated and
besides the characteristics of the parametric down-
converters with external pumping are obtained. The
results of the analysis of the receiving devices of diffe-
rent types obtained in the parts 2-5 are the subject
of comparison and discussion in the part 6.
Our references include in the main only two types

of works on the Josephson effect : the experimental
investigations of microwave properties of the S-c-S
junctions and the theoretical studies of autonomous
and microwave properties of the resistive model

(without taking into account the capacitance). We
cite mainly the monograph [1] regarding to other

topics. °

It is necessary to mention also the reviews [2], [39],
[40] devoted to the same problem.

2. The properties of autonomous S-c-S junctions. -
The junction can be assumed as an autonomous if
the variable ie is vanishingly small. Then the process
in the junction is described by the equation.

solving which one can find a voltage v = ~ across
the junction.

2.1 THE CASE WHEN THE FLUCTUATIONS ARE

ABSENT. - At if = 0 the eq. (2.1) is usual « phase-
locking equation » and it has well-known solution.

If the bias current is less than the critical current

(1 i 1  1) (5) than

lp( t) --+ arc sin i = Cte, v - 0 . (2.2)

At the current exceeding the critical current

(i &#x3E; 1) (5) the phase changes infinitely

The expression for dc component of the voltage

gives hyperbolic portion of the i-v characteristic of
the junction and total expression for v

describes the process of the Josephson oscillations [1]
with normalized frequency v (or with dimensional

(5) There is no distinguishable direction in the resistive model
of the junction, rp(- i) _ - ç(1), and only this case can be
considered.

frequency úJ = 2 e V/Ii). The Josephson radiation
from the S-c-S junctions was observed first in the
works [41], [42], [43].

If we observe the radiation from the junction to
the microwave circuit with so large impedance Re
in comparison with the junction resistance that the
autonomy is not disturbed (re = Re/R &#x3E; 1) then

according to (2.5) the power of the radiation at

kth harmonic is

If the bias voltage across the junction is fixed

(and the receiver of radiation is retuning) then the
harmonic power decreases with the harmonic num-
ber k according to the geometric progression

In more real case when the receiver operating
frequency is fixed (Sl = 0)/0)0) and the number of
measured harmonic is determined by changing bias
voltage across the junction the dependence of pk on k
is more complicated

The good agreement with the expression (2.8) was
observed in our experiments [44] and also in the
works [43], [45].

2.2 THE INFLUENCE OF THE FLUCTUATIONS ON

THE i-V CHARACTERISTIC. - If the fluctuations are

high-frequency (intrinsic) fluctuations then the ana-
lysis of the eq. (2.1) is carrying out using Einstein-
Focker-Planck (EFP) equation

and it is easy to obtain average rate of phase changing
for the steady-state regime

This result was obtained by Stratonovich [46] for

the phase locking equation and then over again in
the work [47]. The dependence of  v &#x3E; on i which
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is determined by eq. (2.10) is well-known dependence
[46], [47], [1] and is the « hyperbolic » i-v characte-
ristic smoothed down under influence of the noise.
When the noise (T) increases this smoothing down

process begins from the corner of the characteristic
(i = 1, v = 0). The rest of characteristic at r « 1

remains without change. It is possible to consider
that upper limit of smoothed down portion is that
value of  v &#x3E; at which dc differential resistance of
the junction

is maximum. The dependences of this value of  v &#x3E;
and also (rd)max on T are shown at figure 1 (solid
lines) [38]. One can see that at r « 1 limit the value
of  U &#x3E; ^-’ 0.5 ri /3 and (rd)... _ r-1/3.

FIG. 1. - The dependences of the maximum dc differential
resistance of the junction and the voltage, corresponding to this
maximum, on the noise intensity. The dashed lines are for the
external interferences (If fluctuations) and the solid lines are for

the intrinsic thermal noise (hf fluctuations).

Calculating the i-v characteristic for low-frequency
(external) fluctuations using the expression (1.9),
where in this case F = v, we also obtain smoothed
down characteristic [37]. The difference and similarity
of the action of hf and If fluctuations on the junction
are clearly seen from figure 1 [38], where the same
dependences for If case are shown by dashed lines.
The action of If and hf fluctuations is practically
identical at v &#x3E; 1 but at small values of v the form
of influence is different. For instance limit value of

 v &#x3E; ’" (In/lo)1/2 and (rd)max ^’ (ln/lo) -1/2 at

small If fluctuations.
On the whole one can say that the i-v characteristic

is smoothed down essentially at T &#x3E; 1, i. e. at the
junction resistance R of order of « fluctuation »

value Rf (1.15).
Comparing experimental i-v characteristics of the

S-c-S junctions with theoretical ones obtained on
basis of the resistive model it is necessary to say that
the shape of the characteristic is more sensitive to

variations of the model in comparison with other

properties of the junction. However the correspondence
between theory and experiment is pretty good for
the point contacts with values of R in region (10-1-
10’) ohm [2], [48] and also for the bridges with
dimensions less or of order of 03BE [3]-[7] especially if
to use experimental values of Vo. Not going into
detailed analysis of reasons of deviations of real

junctions from the resistive model (see [48], [49])
we should note that deviations for low resistance

junctions are connected mainly with non-satisfied

requirement 039B  03BE and also with thermal effects,
and deviations for high resistance junctions are

connected with non-fulfilled assumption that 1 « A
and also with the influence of essentially nonlinear [1 ]
additional tunnel current through oxide layer of
contact area.

2.3 THE LINE BANDWIDTHS OF JOSEPHSON OSCILLA-
TIONS AND THE INTRINSIC NOISE OF THE JUNCTION. -

As the line bandwidths of the harmonics of Josephson
oscillations so the level of If fluctuations of the voltage
across the junction at the action of the fluctuations
can be obtained using the dimensionless spectral
density of the voltage across the junction

It is convenient for the analysis to consider

separately different values of relative intensity of

fluctuations, namely to assume that the noise is
« low » when the relative line bandwidth of the
main (first) harmonic at given bias is small and to
assume that the noise is « high » in the contrary case.
It turned out [36] that it is easy to obtain sv( Q) for
the « low » noise even at arbitrary shape of the spec-
trum of value i f.
At first consider case when if is small. We write

down i(1) = i f and find a solution of the eq. (2 .1 )
in the form (p = ({J(O) + ({J(1) where ((J(O) is the solution
of the eq. (2.1) in the absence of the noise (2.3).
Carring out the linearization of the eq. (2. 1) over
({J(1) we find

For dc Josephson effect (1 il 1  1)

and turning to the Fourier-images i.0 and va for the
fluctuations of the current i(1) and the voltage
v(1) = ~(1) we obtain at once

From (2.14) the spectral density of the voltage is

where s,(Q) is the dimensionless spectral density of
the current fluctuations
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It would be s,,(Q) = si(D) for the normal resistance
R (I, = 0) at used normalization procedure. Therefore
the expression (2.15) describes a suppression of noise
in the junction during transition to superconducting
state, sv(O) = 0. This suppression does not reveal
itself at frequencies &#x3E; Wo. 

Solving the eq. (2.13) over v(1) at i &#x3E; 1 (the region
of the Josephson oscillations) we obtain

Turning to the Fourier-images again we obtain

easily

where zk are frequency conversion factors for current
components caused by mixing of them with the

Josephson oscillations

We obtain from (2.18) the spectral density of the
voltage

Let us analyse now obtained resuit. The dependences
given by (2.19), (2.20) are shown at figures 2a and
2b by dashed lines for case when current noise is
white noise (1. 8), SI(03C9) = kTl7rR, Si(Q) = 0393/03C0 = Cte.
Here g(03A9) is the ratio of the spectral density Sv(03C9)
to the spectral density which would be at normal
state

We have for low frequencies (Q « v)

and for frequencies near nv (1 Q - nv| 1  v)

The latter expression gives the lower portion shape
of the Lorentz line of the Josephson oscillations nth
harmonic. It is possible to obtain from it dimensionless
bandwidth 2 Tn of this line using essentially. the fact
that we consider small noise and 0393n  v. We use for
this the general expression for the Lorentz line

FIG. 2. - The spectral density of the fluctuations of the voltage
for two values of the average voltage v across the junction :
(a) v = 0.3, (b) il = 3. The different solid lines correspond to
different values of relative intensity T of the current fluctuations :
(1) T = 2, (2) 6.7 x 10-1 (and the following values of r decrease
in half of order each time), (3) 2 x 10-1, (5) 2 x 10-2, (7)
2 x 10-3, (9) 2 x 10-4, (11) 2 x 10-5. The dashed line corres-
ponds to the spectral density at very small noise (r -+ 0).

equate total radiation power at this harmonic

with its value in the absence of fluctuations (2.6).
Then comparing (2.23) and (2.24) for frequencies
|03A9 - nu 1  Tn we obtain the expression for half
of bandwidth (6)

One can pay attention now to the fact that ri
is simply expressed through sv(0)

(6) One should note that 7n = nTl for the If fluctuations.
This allows to evaluate the correlation time of the noise source

during the experiment.
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This equality expresses the fact that the line bandwidth
of the Josephson oscillations depends as for usual
oscillators [46] only on low frequency portion of

voltage fluctuation spectrum from zero to frequencies
of about line bandwidth of oscillations (T1).

Since the fluctuations do not change v in considering
first order approximation and therefore dimensionless
dc differential resistance is rd = dv/di = i/v we can
rewrite (2.26) for white noise (spi = 0393/03C0) in the form

Thus for Josephson oscillating systems at large
bias (v  1) we obtain usual result [1]

however the voltage fluctuations and the line band-
widths of oscillations at low bias (v  1) are increasing
sharply

The theory for the tunnel junctions (not applicable
to the S-c-S junctions) gives the same dependence
for 0393n on rd, namely rn ’" rJ [35], but the dependence
of F. on the current is quite different.
One should note now that according to (2.29)

and (2.30) the condition of small value of noise at
given bias is

Comparing this result with figure 1 one can see

clearly that simple criterion of small value of noise
exists. Namely the noise can be assumed to be smalll
if the operating point on the i-v characteristic is
located higher than smoothed portion of it caused
by fluctuations.
When the value of the noise is arbitrary it is possible

to apply EFP method. We use for this well-known
expression [50] for the spectral density of the process
with stationary increments

where D,(T) =  (03B603C4 - 03B6)2 &#x3E; is structural function.
Hence in considering case we obtain for relative spec-
tral density of voltage fluctuations g (2.21)

03C3(03B8) and 03C3(03B8|03B81, t) are respectively stationary and
conditional densities of phase (0) probability which

should be found from stationary and non-stationary
EFP equations respectively

with usual conditions

We introduce the designations

Introduced by such manner values 6k,o satisfy the
set of equations

and therefore do not depend on 03A9 (Q :0 0). After
multiplying the eq. (2.34b) by

and integration it over three arguments (t, 8, 03B81)
we obtain

We have now to find only an expression for Bk.
We multiply for this (2.34b) by

and carry out integration over the same three argu-
ments. Hence we have

where

The latter expression gives the same result as (2.10).
To get round avoidable singular point at 03A9 = 0 it

is possible to transform the set (2.40) to form
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where Bk’ = Bk + ( j  v &#x3E;/2 039303A9)03C3k,0. Thus to find
spectral density g(03A9) it is necessary to solve the sets
of linear eq. (2 . 38) and (2. 42). The coefficient matricies
of these sets of equations are three-diagonal. This
allows to use special computer methods of calculation
of 03C3k,0 and Bk.
Some of obtained results of calculations are shown

by solid lines at figures 2a and 2b. We have used such
normalization procedure that curves at figures 2a, 2b
correspond, for instance, to the variation of the spectral
density of the voltage fluctuations at constant values
of R and T with the variation of the critical current Io.
One can see how during increasing of the relative

intensity of the fluctuations the lines of the Josephson
oscillations are broadening and transform into usual
thermal noise (g = 1).
When the bias is large (v&#x3E;  1) g is the sum

of usual noise and Lorentz lines of the oscillations
with bandwidths (2.29) practically at all values of T.
The harmonics of the Josephson oscillations are

overlapping at small values of  v &#x3E; and the spectrum
shape is rather complicated. However when T decreases
the results obtained for small noise become valid.
The spectral density of the voltage fluctuations at

low frequencies sv(0) (Q «  v &#x3E;) and also in the
vicinity of oscillations frequency

has the particular meaningl for receiving devices.
The dependence of sv(0) on bias voltage is shown at
figure 3. The dotted line corresponds to (2.28). One
can see that this expression can be used when condition

FIG. 3. - The spectral density of the fluctuations at low fre-
quencies (03A9  v) as the function of the average voltage at

different values of T. The dotted line corresponds to the result
of the calculations at l’ = 0.05 using expression (2.28). One can

see that this expression can be used at v j 03931/3.

of small value of noise (2.31) is fulfilled. We have for
sv(v &#x3E; + 0394) from (2.24) and (2.6) at small noise

Unfortunately the experimental measurements of
the noise properties of the S-c-S junctions were

carried out at conditions when the low frequency
noise voltage was shunted by measuring circuit [13]
or bias circuit [51]. To verify the theoretical results
obtained in this part it is desirable to carry out similar
experiments more strictly.

3. The action of external signal on the junction.
Linear effects. - 3. 1 THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF
THE JUNCTION. - We assume that the coupling
current is small. Then we can try to obtain the solu-
tion of general equation for processes in the junction
in the form ~ = ~(0) + ~(1), where ~(0) is the solu-
tion at ie = 0 but with the fluctuation term, and

~(1) is small perturbation caused by the coupling
current (~(1) ~ ie). And then putting down ie = i(1)
the linear eq. (2.13) is valid. The physical meaning
of this equation is rather simple [52]. It is that the

equivalent circuit of the junction for small signal
consists of the parallel connection of the normal
resistance R and the kinetic inductance L

This expression is valid both for dc (~(0) = Cte)
and for ac (9(0) = ~(0) (t)) Josephson effects. Thus the
Josephson junction is the parametric element having
two peculiarities.

(i) It can operate in the self-pumping regime [52]-
[55].

(ii) Its varying parameter 1 /L can change sign and
moreover it has not dc component because

These peculiarities result in the difference of the

properties of the junction from the properties of usual
parametric elements [44], [57]. The revealing them-
selves of these peculiarities depends essentialy on

properties of a circuit into which the junction. is

inserted.
As it was mentioned in the introduction the signal

acting on the nonlinear element can be expressed for
the most of receiving devices in the form of sum of
not large amount of quasi-harmonic components
with the frequencies OJk. But such representation is

valid either for voltage V across the element or for
current I through the element dependingly on concrete
system. These regimes correspond to the short cir-

cuit (sc) regime and the open circuit regime (oc) for
combination frequencies. To realize them it is neces-
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sary to have the impedance Ze of external circuit at
the combination frequencies of type Wcomb = 03A3nk 03C9k),
which are not included into set rok respectively, either
much less or much higher than the characteristic

impedance of the element (it is R in our case). Existing
now S-c-S junctions have values of the resistance from
tenths to tens ohm. As for the impedances of the
external microwave circuits they have values in range
of hundreds ohm (7 ). Therefore the oc regime is only
real regime at microwaves when Ze is comparable
with R only at small amount of frequencies Cok and
1 Ze | 1  R at the rest of frequencies. In consequence
of this fact results of calculations [52], [58], [59]
published earlier are correct only in some special
cases. Further we will consider everywhere only the oc
regime, i. e. we will represent the coupling current ie
in the form of the sum of frequency components but
not the voltage v across the junction. Then we will
find a response v(l) of the junction from the eq. (1.12)
(in linear case from eq. (2.13)).
3.2 THE IMPEDANCE OF THE JUNCTION. - Let

fluctuations are absent at first, then the solution (2.17)
and the Fourier-representation of v(1) (2.18)-(2.19)
are valid. If the signal (ie) of only one frequency Q
acts on the junction then zo (2.19) is normalized

impedance zo = z = Z/ R of the junction

z has also imaginary part at the points v = 0, ± Q.
We have from (2.14) for superconducting region (v=O)

One can see from (3.2) that if the Josephson oscilla-
tions frequency v is some less than the signal fre-

quency Q then the impedance at microwaves can be
negative. This fact was noted in [44], [57] and then in
[59], [61], [62]. This phenomenon is absent in usual
parametric systems in which an occurrence of negative
resistance in the absence of exact coincidence of signal
and pump frequencies is possible only in the presence
of other frequency components [9]-[11].
The explanation of such « anomalous » impedance

can be given in two ways and both versions being
equivalent [57].

(7) One should bear in mind that inductance Le of super-
conducting electrodes forming the junction is also connected
in series with the external circuit. Usualy cvLe is also of order of
hundreds ohm.

Firstly such phenomenon will take place in any
parametric element having peculiarity (ii) i. e. in
which the parameter changes the sign. Indeed the

equation of usual oscillator with varying parameters
can be written in the form

from which one can see that if the parameter changes
the sign then (02(t)  0 and the eq. (3.5) describes
exponential growth of variable x but not stationary
oscillations.

Secondly frequency relation b St Q corresponds to
the proximity of the voltage to the lower edge of
first step of the Josephson junction i-v curve. As is
known the location of the operating point at lower
edge of this step corresponds to transfering of the
energy from Josephson oscillations to the signal
sinchronizing them. Therefore partial synchronization
of Josephson oscillations will take place at F St Q
also giving transfering of the energy of the same sign.
However it is necessary to emphasize that anomalous
impedance effect takes place in first approximation
over signal, and Josephson step takes place in second
approximation i. e. anomalous impedance reveals
itself even at so small signal values when step is not
forming yet.
We were not sure a priori is this effect stable with

respect to fluctuations or not. More definitely it was
not clear is intensity of fluctuations, at which the
effect disappears, proportional to amplitude of the
signal i(1) or not. In this case the effect would not
exist at small signals.
To find  z &#x3E; in the presence of intrinsic fluc-

tuations the method was developed [38] allowing
to find average value of any physical variable and
being very similar to the method of finding the spectral
densities used in the part 3 (’). According to this
method we find the solution of the EFP equation at
the presence of external signal

in the form of double Fourier series

We obtain from (3.6) two-dimensional infinite
set of linear equations for coefficients 03C3k,k’

(8) Independently similar method was developed in the

work [63].
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 z &#x3E; can be expressed through (Jk,k’ in following
way

and an expression for  v &#x3E; is given by (2.41) because
coefficients Qk,k, at k’ = 0 coincide with values (Jk,O
introduced in the part 2. 

During the investigation of the linear effects it is
sufficient to consider three one-dimensional systems
following from (3.8) at taking into account terms
of first order over i( 1). First of these systems is des-
cribed by (2.38) and two others are described by
following relation

These equations differ from the eq. (2.42) for

Bk - s by free terms only and they can be solved by
the same methods using computer. But it is seen even
from (3.9) and (3. 10) that  z &#x3E; does not depend
on i(l) at ;(1) ~ 0.

Calculated in such manner dependences of  z &#x3E;
on  v &#x3E; [38] show that peculiarities of Re z and
Im z at point v = 03A9 are smoothing down. For instance
we obtain immediately from (3.9) and (3. 10) at

03A9  1

that with taking into account (2.29) shows that
extrema of Re  z &#x3E; function have being reached
at the deviation of the signal frequency a half of line
bandwidth (17) and

Thus to obtain at some bias voltage a value of
negative microwave impedance equal to (Re Z).in
the hf noise at Q » 1 should not exceed the value

For arbitrary values of 03A9 the analytical expression
for z exists only in the region of small fluctuations

from which

The values of Ifh/Io for arbitrary 03A9 - s are shown by
solid lines at figure 4, asymptotes at 03A9 ~ oo corres-

ponding to relation (3.13). The similar dependences
for the If noise are shown by dashed lines at the same
figure. One can make two conclusions from this

figure.

FIG. 4. - The value of the noise at which (Re z)min his given
value. The dashed lines are for the If noise, the solid lines are

for the hf noise.

Firstly the action of If and hf fluctuations at 03A9  1-
is similar like in case of autonomous regimes (Fig. 1).
It allows us in further analysis at 03A9  1 to calculate
action of only hf fluctuations and to substitute simply
If1 with Ifh in results in case Ifl  Ifh.

Secondly the region of optimal values of frequency
exists in which the noise influences on anomalous

impedance effect (03A9 ~ 1) in the lowest rate.

We carried out [64] an experimental verification
of the described phenomenon for the Nb-Nb point
contacts at T = 4.2 K (9). To have a possibility
to observe the effect of the variation of impedance
but conserving at the same time the oc regime for
all frequencies except signal frequency (X-band),
the contact was inserted into central conductor of

half-wavelength coaxial cavity. To have small influence
of such cavity to Josephson oscillations process and
to have therefore possibility to use above obtained
relations, it is sufficient, as it will be shown later, to
have the bandwidth of the cavity much less than oscil-
lations line width. The cavity bandwidth in our

experiments was about 20 MHz while the oscillation
line width was not less than 100 MHz. We have

measured coefficient of reflection 1 y 2 of small

microwave signal ( 10-9 W) from the cavity
connected to the termination of X-band waveguide
using the receiver fl5-10 having bandwidth 8 MHz.
The coefficient ! |03B3|2 is

(9) Somewhat later Kanter [65] has also observed anomalous
impedance effect. 
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where PR is the reading on the scale of the receiver,
P, is the power of incident monochromatic signal,
Po = PR if P, = 0 is that portion of Josephson oscil-
lations power which is contained in the bandwidth
of the receiver. In the most of our experiments the
relation Po « PR took place because of small band-
width of the receiver. The signal frequency was
tuned every time for resonance. In this case as is
known

where ro and rc are reduced to the point of the contact
and normalized over R resistance of cavity losses
and resistance of coupling of cavity with waveguide
respectively (re = ra + rc).
The dependences 1 y 2 and average voltage  V &#x3E;

on the bias current I at two different levels of Pe
for one of studed contacts (R = (45 ± 5) x 10-3 ohm)
are shown at figure 5. In this case the degree of the
coupling of the cavity with the waveguide was chosen
larger than critical (rc &#x3E; ro) and therefore increasing
of 1 y 2 corresponds to decreasing of Re z. One can
see that value of Re z at

FIG. 5. - The dependences 1 y 12 and V on the bias current I.
The values of Pe are 8 x 10-11 W (1) and 2.5 x 10-9 W (2).
One point at the axis of J y 12 corresponds to 0.1 ± 0.03. The
value V = V03C9 ~ 19.2 pV corresponds to the equality of fre-

quencies of the oscillations and the signal (v = 03A9).
REVUE DE PHYSIQUE APPLIQUÉE. - T. 9, N° 1, JANVIER 1974

has a peculiarity the shape of which corresponds
to theoretically predicted one with taking into account
fluctuations. For instance the calculation for the
curve 1 using (3.15) gives (Re z)min = - 1.7 ± 0.5
while the theory gives (Re z)min = - 3 ± 1. The
errors of experiment are connected mainly with

non-accuracy of finding ro and rc. The finding ro

and rc from (3.15) is complicated by the fact that
Re z &#x3E; 0 even at the current less than critical cur-
rent (3.3). The error of calculated value of (Re z)m;n
is connected with non-accuracy of determining para-
meters of the resistive model (03A9 = 0.6 +0.1 and
If1/I0 = (34 ± 4) x 10-3) from the experimental
data.

We have observed anomalous impedance in every
studied contact for which we could achieve required
small value of external interferences (Fig. 4). The
effect for low resistance contacts (R  10-2 ohm),
characteristics of which are very different from ones

following from resistive model, was also observed

though its value was essentially less than it follows
from the theory. Besides impedance peculiarities of
low resistance contacts reveal themselves distinctly
at voltages Y N V03C9/n like at the fundamental voltage.
We have observed them at n = 2, 3, 4. These additional
peculiarities are explained easily by interaction of
signal with harmonics of Josephson oscillations,
contribution of which increases at decreasing of
R. Revealing itself of peculiarity at n = 2 is observable
at figure 4.

If Re z  - ro at some bias then net amplification
of incident microwave signal takes place in the cavity.
We have observed such amplification for several
decibels. Theoretical estimations of possible para-
meters of such amplification are given below.

If more strong condition

is satisfied then oscillations should be excited in the

cavity at own frequency different from the Josephson
frequency. As the description of the process using
linear theory is not applicable, the investigation of
this question is carried out in the part 5.
A saturation of effect i. e. decreasing of variation of

|03B3|2 is observed (Fig. 5, curve 2) at increasing of
incident power Pe higher than some value P.. The
forming of first step of the i-v curve of the Josephson
junction (Fig. 5) takes place exactly at values of

signal power of order of ~ P. and this is in accordance
with results which can be obtained from (2.41),
(3.8) and (3.9).

Several theoretical dependences z(I) for large
values of signal are given in [62]. Russer and Baye-
gan [90] have concluded that the parametric rege-
neration is impossible because of studying processes
in the junction at large amplitudes of the signal.

3.3 THE PARAMETRIC CONVERSION EFFICIENCY. -

The expression (2.19) for the parametric conversion
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factors shows clearly that anomalous behaviour of the
impedance (zo) is not isolated phenomenon and all
coefficients zk contain similar terms. Let us consider
for instance the case when frequency of signal Q
and operating frequency of receiver (03A9 + A) are

not high and are almost equal one another.

Then according to (2.20) combination frequencies
will be received by the receiver at the condition
+ 03A9 ~ 03A9 - kVk i. e. at

Such conversion also takes place for usual parametric
element, value of signal being proportional to the

amplitude of nth harmonic of parameter variation
function. Since 1/ L ro..I cos ~(0) (t) in our case it is

easy to obtain from (2.3) that amplitudes of the
harmonics decrease monotonously with increasing
of n. Therefore the values of |zn| 1 would decrease

monotonously with increasing of n if the S-c-S junction
was usual parametric element. However we have
from (2.19) for this case

Thus coefficient z2 is anomalously large i. e. the
combination frequency corresponding to k = 2 (at
v ~ 03A9, v N V03C9) should increase more rapidly than
others at the increasing of input signal (i(1)).
We have observed this effect experimentally [64]

during the investigation of the negative impedance
effect. To observe the combination effects the fre-

quency of the external signal was shifted a little

(- 20 MHz) from receiver operating frequency. The
dependences of the power PR received by the receiver
on V at different values of incident signal P, are

shown at figure 6. The line bandwidth of combination

FIG. 6. - The radiation at combination frequencies from the
same junction that is at figure 5. The curve 1 shows the level of
the Josephson oscillations (Pe = 0). For the rest of the curves
Pe is equal to 2 x 10-9 W (2) 6 x 10-9 W (3) and

2 x 10-8 W (4).

frequency components is determined by the bandwidth
of oscillations line. It is seen that the conversion

efliciency is maximum at n = 2 according to the

theory at small values of Pe (linear theory).
The experimental observation of the peculiarities

of the S-c-S junctions with self-pumping corroborates
very well the equivalent circuit (3. 1) and shows that
the theory of parametric systems on the basis of the
S-c-S junctions in the oc regime should be developed
using this equivalent circuit and usual theory [9]-[11]
cannot be used. Using this equivalent circuit one can
calculate the characteristics including noise charac-
teristics of any parametric system using S-c-S junction
with self-pumping.
We have restricted our consideration by two systems

which are interesting from practical point of view.

(i) Down-converters to frequency (1°) much less
than signal frequency.

(ii) One-frequency negative resistance amplifiers.

3.4 THE WIDE-BAND PARAMETRIC DOWN-CONVERTER
WITH SELF-PUMPING. - According to the general
expression (2.19) for conversion factors the maximum
conversion efficiency of signal at frequency 03A9 to

signal at frequency 1 Li 1  03A9 (we assume also that
1 4 1  1 that is valid practically for any S-c-S junc-
tions at frequencies even up to X-band range) is

being achieved when k = 1 i. e. when the signal with
frequency which is the difference between frequency
of input signal and frequency of Josephson oscil-
lations

is used as output signal.
As it was shown earlier intensive producing of the

component with image frequency

besides usual pair of components with combination
frequencies |03A9 ± v|, takes place in the junction at
such regime.
As 1 A 1  1, 03A9 this component can be in the

bandwidth of external microwave circuit into which
the junction is inserted if this bandwidth hh is sufn-
ciently large (11)

We will call this regime a wide-band regime and
will analize it in the first place.

Let the influence of fluctuations is small at first.

Then according to (2.19) and using inequality

(10) We shall call this frequency a «low frequency» for

convenience although it could be rather high in real receiving
devices.

(11) Of course the line bandwidths of all combination compo-
nents are of order of oscillations line bandwidth.
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1 4 1  1  03A9 we write down the junction impedance
matrix for main frequency triplet (~ ± v, d) (12)

Let external circuit be tuned in resonance both at

input (v ± A) and at output (| ~ |) frequencies. Then
to obtain total conversion matrix it is sufficient to
add normalized active resistances of the circuit at

hf (rh) and at If (rl) to diagonal terms of matrix (3.23).
Assuming that losses of the circuit at hf and If are
small so that rh and r1 are signal source and load
resistances respectively reduced to the point of the
junction we obtain in usual way [9]-[11] ] power
conversion factor

Matching factors ah and a, at high and low fre-
quencies are

The expressions (3.24), (3.25) show that effective
input and output resistances of the down-converter
are R and Rd and that G does not depend on low
frequency (~) (13). Thus the anomalous impedance
effect does not give a contribution to conversion
factor at wide-band regime. As it is seen from matrix
(3.23) it takes place because anomalous contribution
of energy to the component at frequency v + 1 li 1
is compensated by similar extraction of energy from
the component at frequency v - |~|.
One can understand now that if fluctuations in the

circuit are not too large so that a condition for the
bandwidth of the If circuit

is fulfilled besides fulfillment of condition (3.22)
then the result (3.24) is valid again. And if the relation

(12) Assuming that the external circuit impedance at fourth
essential frequency (v + 03A9 = 2v + ~ ~ 2v) is large.

(13) The similar result was obtained also in [66].

(3.26) is not fulfilled then only a portion of converted
signal passes through the If circuit.

Let now If and hf impedances are choosen correctly
(r, = rd, rh = 1) (14). Then

It is easy to explain this result. The anomalous
terms in zk at three-frequency regime are mutually
compensating and the S-c-S junction has properties
similar to usual parametric element with critical

frequency Wc = mo/2 [44], [52]. Therefore expression
(3.27) can be rewritten in the form

which is usual result for down-converter [10], [11].
It was used mo instead of Wc in corresponding expres-
sion by mistake in the work [58].
The noise properties of such down-converter can

be also determined easily. Using usual method [9]-[11 ]
with taking into account equalities (2.28) and (2.43)
we obtain for noise temperature reduced to the

input (och = 1) in the most interesting case of narrow
line bandwidth (03931  |~|)

The down-conversion with self-pumping was obser-
ved qualitatively in works [67], [68] and also in our
experiments (from four-millimeter waveband range
to 60 MHz frequency range). The minimum conver-
sion loss equal to 11 db was obtained in the work [58]
during the conversion from 34 GHz to 300 MHz

frequency range using NbZr-Nb point contacts at

vo N 300 jV (03A9 ~ 1/4). According to (3.28) the
theoretical value of conversion loss for this case is

(G-1)min ~ 0 dB (15). The discrepancy may be connect-
ed with matching losses (ah,l  1) and passing through
narrow-band If circuit (30 MHz) only portion of
converted signal. So the conversion with self-pumping
was not observed at all in the work [66] because
oscillations line bandwidth caused by external inter-
ferences was about 1 GHz. The experimental inves-
tigation of self-pumping at low frequencies was

carried out also in the work [107].

(J 4) The correspondence of optimal regime to condition
rh = 1 proves our tacit assumption that hf bandwidth of external
circuit does not influe on Josephson oscillations process and
therefore on the matrix (3.23). As it will be shown in the part 5
this assumption at 03A9 j 1 is valid always and is valid only when
rh  03A9  1 at 0 «

(15) One can see that this effect is not connected with the

presence of the anomalous impedance.
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3.5 THE NEGATIVE RESISTANCE AMPLIFIER. - It iS

natural to try to use anomalous impedance effect in
the S-c-S junctions for constructing one-frequency hf
amplifiers and improving efficiency of the down-
conversion. As it was shown above it is necessary for
this to prevent the passing of the image frequency
component (v - d) to the hf bandwidth of external
circuit. As it is easy to understand it is fulfilled at

i. e. at sufficiently narrow bandwidth of hf circuit
(cavity). At the fulfillment of this condition the

influence of the cavity on the Josephson oscillations
process is small and we can use obtained above

expressions (3.2) for the junction impedance for

one-frequency regime (the impedance of external
circuit at low frequency - 1 A is large in comparison
with rd).
As is well-known the gain G of negative resistance

amplifier can be made arbitrarily large if one can

make Re z | 1 almost equal to reduced to the junction
impedance rh of hf circuit (the cavity losses are assumed
to be small, rh - rc)

at fixed efficiency

where h is half of the bandwidth of regenerated
cavity with own frequency 03A9h ~ Q, Ph is its wave
resistance. We have for the noise temperature reduced
to the input at strong regeneration using its definition
given in [9]-[11]

Since negative impedance reveals itself most inten-
sively at the small noise (03931  03A9) we restrict our
consideration by this case. Substituting values of

Re z (3.14) to (3.32) and (3.33) we have at optimal
bias (~ = 03931)

The parameter

defines the possibility of regeneration at given fre-

quency and at given level of fluctuations as for this
device so for other devices. If Q  1, the regenerative

amplification is impossible. 03A9opt ~ l.l at fixed level

of fluctuations. Besides choosing optimal 03A9 one can

to improve efficiency decreasing ph. A possibility
of decreasing Ph is limited by the presence of inductance
Le of electrodes forming the junction

The optimizing 8 (i. e. obtaining the equalities
L1 = Fi, rh = Q - 1) is necessary when noise of

following stages of the receiver is large. If noise is
small then the optimization of amplifier consists in
the minimization of its noise temperature Tin. We
obtain from (3.34) and (2.43) in this case for

03A9  1 (16)’ a t ~ = (8i)-1 and rh = 1

which coincides with corresponding expression for

wide-band (non-regenerative) converter at Q  1.
If the bias is chosen to achieve maximum e (3 , 35)

then

and

3.6 THE REGENERATIVE DOWN-CONVERTER. - Let
now add the If circuit at frequency 1 A with bandwith
hl  ri to the regenerative circuit and take output
signal from this circuit. We have now down-converter
regenerated over high frequency circuit. We consider
again only case when L1 &#x3E; 0 because in opposite
case the real part of the anomalous hf impedance
of the junction is positive and conversion efficiency
is low [44], [57], [69]. It is interesting to note that the
case L1 = 03A9 - v  0 is on the contrary regenerative
for usual parametric elements [9]-[11].

Since image frequency (v - ~) is not in the band-
width of hf circuit one can use for the analysis matrix
(3.23) crossing out second row and second column
from it. Taking into account the influence of fluctua-
tions we obtain at the resonance frequency

The expression in brackets is the effective hf impe-
dance of converter. It is seen that the transfering of
energy to If circuit (ri ~ oo) decreases anomalous

(16) The calculation for 0 Z 1 is more complicated. Its
results will be published later.
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part of this impedance in some degree. In the case
of strong regeneration we have for the efficiency

at the condition for rh

Assuming that Q  1 and |~| 1 is fixed we obtain
maximum efficiency at rl = 2 rd, rh = (2/3) Q  1

The noise temperature of the converter reduced
to input (Tin) at the sufficiently strong regeneration
is the same as for the amplifier and reaches the same
minimum value (3.38) at additional condition r1  rd.

4. The action of external signal on the junction.
Quadratic effects. - 4.1 THE RESPONSE OF THE

JUNCTION TO HARMONIC SIGNAL. - Let small harmonic
current (ie  1) of normalized frequency Q flows

through the S-c-S junction. The most interesting and
important effect which value is proportional to the
square of amplitude (i(1)) of this current is the varia-
tion (« response ») of the i-v characteristic of the

junction under influence of this current. This pheno-
menon is using for constructing the Josephson detec-
tors [43], [61], [70]-[75].
For the case of the absence of the noise the varia-

tion i of average current through the junction is

This expression was obtained by Kanter and
Vernon [61] ] and for special cases v  03A9 and v  1
even earlier in [16] and [76] respectively. We will

give here the derivation of the expression (4.1) more
brief than in [61 ].
As the basis we will use the eq. (1.12) in the absence

of fluctuations

Unknown quantity i should be chosen so that ~(2)
having not divergent term (j ~(2)|  1). As it follows

from (2.17) it is necessary for this that right-hand
side of eq. (2.17) devided by ~(0) having not dc
component. We obtain from this requirement

Finding ~(1) from (4.3b)

and taking into account the equality

we obtain that only terms of (~(1))2 containing cos vt
and cos 2 vt should be taken into account

Substituting this expression to (4.4) and carrying
out averaging process we obtain Kanter-Vernon

formula.

According to (4.1) two regions of « wide-band »
detection exist : one at v  03A9 and another at 1 St Q.
In this regions the response of the junction is connected
with total variation of i-v curve and changes relatively
slowly at variation of signal frequency. First of these
regions is « classic » in the sense that the voltage
response does not depend on signal frequency and is
proportional to the curvature of i-v curve

The characteristic time of reaching the steady-
state Josephson oscillations in the junction (~ v-1)
in the second of these regions is larger than period
of signal variation 2 03C003A9-1. It results in the response
decreasing when signal frequency increases

Two mentioned regions are separated by the region
of selective detecting where 5 = Q. The response in
this region is connected with the beginning of forming
of the first Josephson current step at the i-v curve

and as it is seen from (4.1) its dependence on Q
is resonant.
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In the presence of fluctuations the value of the

response is no longer describing by (4. 1). It is useful
here again to consider small and large fluctuations
(see the part 2). At small fluctuations the expression
(4. 1) is valid for all frequencies except small vicinity
of point 03A9 = v with bandwidth - Tl. The taking into
account even small fluctuations in this vicinity results
in vanishing of the divergence of the response at

03A9 = v i. e. in proportionality of appearing first Joseph-
son step not to the signal amplitude but to its square

As it is seen from the comparison of (4.1) and
(4.10) the peak of selective response at ri  03A9 is

smoothed down completely. For the case Q % 1

this expression was obtained at the works [35], [63],
[77], [78].
As it will be shown later, to find limit parameters

of detectors using the S-c-S junctions it is also neces-
sary to know a value of the response at large fluctua-
tions when the expression (4.1) is invalid completely.
We will apply in this case the EFP equation method
described in the part III. Namely saving second
order terms in respect to (i(1)) in the set of eq. (3.8)
we obtain the set of equations for correction terms

03C3(2)k,0 to quantities 03C3k,0

where values 03C3k,±1 satisfy the eq. (3.10). At such
consideration the response of detector

The dependence of the value il proportional to the
response (see below) on the bias voltage at different
levels of noise (T) is shown at figure 7 as an example.
The smoothing down of the peak of the selective

detection and complete invalidity of the expres-
sion (4.1) at 0393  1 are seen well.

4.2 THE JOSEPHSON DETECTOR IN THE WIDE-BAND

REGIME. - Let the junction is inserted into external
microwave circuit having the impedance ze with

respect to the junction and coupling impedance rc
reduced to the junction (rc  Re ze). Let further

fundamental harmonics lines of Josephson oscillations
of the junction and also lines of main combination
frequencies v + Q and 2 v - 03A9 are not in the band-

width of the circuit i. e.

at these frequencies.

These assumptions are fulfilled unconductionally for
instance at sufficiently narrow bandwidth of the
circuit (hh  ri). Moreover mentioned conditions
are not fulfilled only in one case when the junction
has low resistance (ri « 1), bias voltage is 5 cr Q
and the bandwidth of the circuit is large, i. e. in selective
regime. Therefore the selective regime will be consi-
dered especially.

FIG. 7. - The variation of the junction response at the action
of the fluctuations. At r« 1 the response corresponds to
Kanter-Vernon formula (4.1) with the peculariarity at v = S2

smoothed down using the expression (4.10).

Applying monochromatic signal (l’) of a power
p = PIIO Vo to hf circuit at mentioned conditions
one obtains harmonic current through the junction
of the amplitude

and given above expressions for the response are

valid. We obtain for dimensional volt-to-watt res-

ponsivity il m 1 v I/P

Comparing these results with the experiment one

should keep in mind that incident hf signal is usually
modulated by low frequency signal and output signal
is effective voltage V M of the first harmonic of the
variation of V with this frequency. Sometimes for

(17) Since such detector is quadratic its response to compli-
cated signal is simple sum of its responses to independent
frequency components of the signal.
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this case one determines a responsivity as ~M = 03B2~
where fl = à2/n for square-wave modulation for
instance.
As it follows from (4.15) the highest responsivity

at low noise is reachable in the inertial region
(v  03A9) and

The similar expression was given in the work [61].
It gives values of q five times better than experimental
values for comparatively low resistance junctions
(small 0393) [61] ] if to assume that a = 1. If to take
into account unavoidable losses in the electrodes it
is more reasonable to explain this discrepancy by
low matching parameter a but not by the influence
of the parasitic capacity of the junction assumed
by authors of the work [61 ].
An example of the dependence q(1) at different T

is shown at figure 7.
We find the noise equivalent power (NEP) equating

signal voltage V = il x NEP with mean-square-root
value of noise voltage across the junction in the If

output bandwidth HM at frequencies much less
than M :

We have in dimensional units

We obtain from (4.1) and (2.28) at b « 03A9 for region
of small fluctuations

The choosing of optimal values of parameters is

dependent essentially on operating conditions of
the detector.

If the noise of If amplifier for measuring the response
of the junction is much larger than its intrinsic noise
then main parameter of the detector is its respon-

sivity il. It is seen from (4.15) that to increase 11 it

is necessary at first to increase the characteristic

frequency wo of the junction decreasing 03A9 in the same

time. However possibilities of increasing coo are

always limited (see the part 1). Let 03A9 is fixed. Consider
the dependence ouf 1 on v and the junction resistance T
(1.15). The analysis of the expression (4.16) and
figure 7 shows one can obtain maximum values of 11
in the regions 17 §£ 1 (at 03A9  1) or v  r1/3 (at
Q « 1) i. e. where expression (4.16) is not valid

and one is to find 11 from (4.15) calculating v and
Re z numerically using expressions (4.12) and (2.41).
We have carried out such calculations separately

for 03A9  1 and 03A9 = 0 from which one can also
find approximately the characteristics at 0  03A9  1.

The dependences of q on r at 03A9 = 0 are shown
at figure 8. Optimal values of v are also calculated
for each r and shown at the same figure. Two curves
(I and II) for each quantity correspond to different
cases of matching the junction with hf external
circuit. The curves 1 correspond to bad matching :
1 Ze 1 » |z | ~ 1 and matching factor

FIG. 8. - The dependences of the responsivity and also the
bias voltage at which this responsivity is achieved on the junction
resistance R = TRf for frequencies 03C9 « cvo. The curves 1 and II

correspond to different cases of the matching (see the text).
The dashed line is the differential resistance rd of the junction at

the voltage vII.

The parameter y is li = Rc Rf/2|Ze 2. The curves II
correspond to optimal matching at each point :

It is seen that maximum value of 11 at 03A9 = 0 in
the case 1 is obtained at 0393 ~ 1 i. e. for so high resis-
tance junctions that their i-v curve is smoothed down
completely by fluctuations. At optimal matching
(the case II) the value of responsivity increases infi-
nitely at decreasing of the junction resistance (0393).
However this value is being reached at superconducting
region of the i-v curve where the junction impedance
becomes very low. The responsivity increases very
slowly in this case and the value

can be taken as the absolute maximum of the res-

ponsivity of the wide-band detector. For thermal
noise at T = 4.2 K ~max ~ 8.5 x 106 V/W. This is
twenty times better than experimental value achieved
to this moment [79].
The dependence of l1max on 03A9 for Q à 1 is shown
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at figure 9. The curves corresponding only to case II
(the junction is matched with the circuit) are shown
at this figure. The optimal value of 11 at such fre-

quencies has being reached at so large values of l’
that the i-v curve is smoothed down strongly and
owing to this optimal impedance of external circuit
is practically equal to the normal resistance of the
junction. We have for instance for two-millimeter
waveband region ~max ~ 1.2 x 106 V/W at

Vo = 300 gV (03A9 = 1), T = 4.2 K and Ropt ~ 103 ohms.

FIG. 9. - The maximum responsivity il and corresponding
values of v and T at 03A9  1. The dashed lines are the components

of the junction impedance.

In the case when the noise of the detector consists

predominantly of the intrinsic noise of the junction
then main parameter of the detector is the NEP.
The dependences of values of the NEP at 03A9 = 0

optimized with respect to v are shown at figure 10.
At bad matching (the case I) the optimal value of the
junction resistance exists (0393 ~ 1) at which the NEP
reaches the minimum. At optimal matching (the

FIG. 10. - The minimum values of the NEP of the detector and
the bias voltages at which they are achieved for low frequencies

(03C9  03C90). The dashed line is rd at V = un.

case II) the NEP decreases sharply at decreasing
of T. But small values of 17 correspond to super-

conducting region of the i-v curve and the value of

impedance of the external circuit required for the

matching (ze N z*) decreases sharply. At 03A9  1

the difference between two cases of the matching
becomes smaller. The dependences of the NEP on r
at 03A9  1 are shown at figure 11 for bad matching
(the case I) and at figure 12 for optimal matching
(the case II). It is seen that at optimal matching
for 03A9  1

(NEP)min  4 03A92 kT(wo HM)1/2 (4.20)

FIG. 11. - The minimum values of the NEP at 03A9  1 corres-

ponding to bad matching.

FIG. 12. - The minimum values of the NEP at Q a 1 corres-

ponding to optimal matching.
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and these minimum values correspond to the values
of T a little less than ones corresponding to maximum
values of q. It is connected with the increasing of
fluctuations of voltage at the increasing of the junction
resistance. The values determined by (4.19) and

(4.20) are approximately an order and half better
than obtained experimentally to this moment.
As it follows from the expression (4.15) and

figure 9 the frequency dependence of the detector

responsivity in wide-band regime is close to the

dependence ~ ~ Ct( úJ) . úJ - 2 at úJ &#x3E; wo that corresponds
well to experimental data [61], [70], [75].

4. 3 THE SELECTIVE REGIMES OF THE DETECTORS. -

The selective regimes (v N 03A9) have that peculiarity
that strong anomalies of junction impedance are

possible (see the part 3) which practically do not
have an influence as we have seen in case of wide-
band regime. Besides the combination frequency
(2 v - Q) voltage of essential value can appear
across the junction at 1 oi Q as it was shown during
the analysis of the down-converters. This peculiarity
does not allow in common case to use the presented
above expressions obtained to the assumption that
the current flowing through the junction is harmonic.
This is the reason why the results of the analysis
of such regime carried out in the works [77], [78]
are valid only in some special cases (for instance in
the case of bad matching the junction with the hf
circuit).
On the other hand the optimal values of parameters

in selective regimes can be reached at small noise
i. e. at comparatively small resistance of the junction
(ri « Q). This is seen for instance from figures 8
and 12. Therefore it turned out that all characte-
ristics of the detector can be found analytically.

Consider two regimes of detector operation at

v N Q similar to corresponding regimes of the down-
converter.

1) If the bandwidth of the external circuit is sufh-
ciently wide (3.22) then to find a response to hf

signal one can use the matrix (3.23) crossing out
third row and third column from it because of the
absence of the circuit at frequency |~|. We obtain
directly from this matrix the following result. If
the emf corresponding to incident power P is

Since the amplitude of the current component
(of frequency 03A9 = v + d) producing the response
does not depend on L1 then the expression (4.21)
can be used for 0393 ~ 0 also. We obtain directly from
(4.10) and (4.21) the response

Thus the effective impedance of the junction is

equal to the unity (R ) i. e. the anomalous impedance
does not reveal itself in relatively wide-band external
circuit. Taking into account the expression for signal
power P = Io Vo e2/8 rc we have at small losses of
hf circuit (rc = rh)

and coupling factor a = 4 rh/(rh + 1)2 does not depend
on the choice of operating point at the i-v curve.

At rh « 1 (a &#x3E; 1) the expression (4.23) for the

responsivity is trivial consequence of the expres-
sion (4. 10). It is seen from (4.23) that il is the odd-
resonant function of d i. e. of signal frequency and
the position of the center of this resonance is deter-
mined by choosing of the bias voltage. Therefore this
regime can be called a regime of « self-selection ».
The experimental investigations of this regime are

described in the works [61], [72]-[74].
Taking into account (2.23) we obtain for the

NEP

The expressions (4.23) and (4.24) show that

optimal values of q and NEP are reaching at L1 = + ri,
rh = 1

where the quantity Hh = 2 03931 Wo can be taken as hf
bandwidth of the detector.

It is necessary to increase cvo (i. e. to decrease Q)
for the improvement of the characteristics of the

detector as in wide-band case. It is seen from (4.25)
that maximum responsivity does not depend on the
junction resistance (while 03931  Q). The comparison
of the expression (4.25) with figure 10 shows that

this responsivity at 03A9  1 is somewhat less than in

wide-band regime.

2) If the bandwidth of the hf circuit (cavity) is

narrow (3.31) that corresponds to the experimental
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works [43], [71] then as during the analysis of linear
effects the current ie can be assumed as harmonic
at frequency 03A9 = v + ~ = 03A9h where Qh
is cavity own frequency, ! |~h|  d . Using the expres-
sion (3.12) we obtain for current amplitude

where lh and hh are frequency shift from resonance
and half of the bandwidth of the cavity at taking
into account the junction impedance. Using now the
expression (4.10) we obtain that the responsivity
at the resonance frequency (dh - 0)

It is seen that main peculiarity of such detector is

the possibility of unlimited increasing of the respon-
sivity owing to regeneration of cavity connected with
negative (at L1 &#x3E; 0) resistance of the junction. In
other words at é - 0 h ~ 0 and q - oo. In fact the
circuit in this case is the combination of regenerative
amplifier (see part 3) and the detector. The described
effects, in particular the narrowing of the bandwidth hh,
were observed in the work [71].
At low regeneration (h ~ hh) the regime of ope-

ration using narrow-band cavity differs from the

regime of self-selection only by the fact that the

portion with bandwidth 2 hh cvo is cut from the spec-
trum of input signal i. e. external frequency selection
takes place. Therefore we will consider further only
the most interesting case of strong regeneration

And as it follows from (4.27) and (4.28) the product
il(2 h/03A9)2 is fixed. Here 2 h/03A9 is relative bandwidth
of the regenerated circuit. The maximum value of

this « detection efficiency »

corresponds to L1 = Tl, rh = Q - 1. Comparing
this value with corresponding value in the regime
of self-selection one can see that this value is larger
in the latter case at Q &#x3E; 1, p; 2.

For the NEP at strong regeneration when the noise
of the detector is determined by the noise of the

cavity we obtain from (3.34)

where the dimensional hf bandwidth of the detector

h = Z, cvo is calculating now taking into account
the regeneration. At the tuning the detector to the
maximum « detection efficiency » (4.29) we have

and at 03A9  1 one scan to find minimum value of
the NEP

at L1 = 1/8 Q, rh = 1. The comparison of expressions
(4.32) and (4.26) for two regimes of operation of
selective detector shows that the gain at the regene-
rative regime (the external selection) can be obtained
only owing to narrowing of the effective hf bandwidth
of the detector.

4.4 THE SELF-DETECTION. - The current ie produces
a variation of the i-v curve of the junction also in
that case when it is caused by not external signal
but by the voltage of own Josephson oscillations. If
the impedance of external circuit is sufficiently large
then considering problem can be solved using the
perturbation theory. As it is shown in the works [80],
[81] ] the variation of the i-v curve in the absence of
fluctuations is equal in this case

i. e. is proportional to the real part of the admittance
at the frequency of the first harmonic of the Josephson
oscillations.
Unlike to the Josephson structures with large

capacitance (tunnel structures [1]) the connecting
the external circuit to the junction produces « lower-
ing of the i-v curve » i. e. decreasing of current i
at given voltage u. These effects were observed many
times experimentally [41], [82]-[84]. More detailed

consideration of them will be given in the part 5.

5. The properties of the junction at the action of
large external signal. - 5.1 THE EXTERNAL ACTION
ON THE JUNCTION. - We will study in this part the
behaviour of the junction at large coupling current ie
when the amplitude of at least one of its frequency
components is of order or larger than unity. Unlike
the case of small values ie the strict analytic solution
of basic eq. (1.12) is absent in this case even at

i f = 0 and therefore we are to be satisfied with approxi-
mate analytical or numerical methods.
One of the most useful cases when the eq. (1.12)

can be solved analytically is the case when 03A9  1

and as it was mentioned above the obtained results

actually are valid with good accuracy at 03A9  1.
Therefore we will find in this part analytical solutions
of problems for the case Q » 1 supplementing them
with results of numerical calculations for 03A9  1.
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Let the external circuit has sufficiently high impe-
dance (1 Ze ! 1 » 1). Then the component of the current
ie caused by the Josephson oscillations of the junction
is small. At the action on the circuit of the mono-
chromatic external signal of the power P the current ie
is also harmonic and ie = i(1) sin Qt, i(1) ~ ell ze|,
P = Io Vo e 2/8 rc. When fluctuations are absent

(if = 0) and the operating point of the junction is at
the nth step (18) of the i-v curve then the solution
of the eq. (1.12) in zero-order approximation with
respect to 03A9-1 is ~(0) = vt + x, v = n Q, and first cor-
rection to it is

Hence we have

The first two terms in the right-hand side of (5. 1)
correspond to autonomous i-v characteristic

and the last term is the variation (the step) of the
i-v curve under influence of the external signal. The
well-known result follows directly from (5.1) that
the value of rcth step at 03A9  1 is the same as for

Josephson ’structures with large capacitance

in at n = 0 is doubled value of the critical current.

The dependences in(i(1)) at S2  1 are different from

(5.2). The calculations of them have been carried
out in the works [87]-[90]. At i(1)  1 for 03A9 ~ 0

the values of first N steps (where N ~ 03A9-1) are

equal and the maximum magnitudes of them are

The comparison of theoretical and experimental

dependences 7;.(i(l») is one of the best methods of
verification of adequacy of given junction to the
resistive model and also of obtaining the parameter Q
and hence cvo.
From our point of view the graphs given at figure 13

[48], [89] are the most convenient for this purpose.
The values xm are

where i(1)km is the value of the external current amplitude
at which mth step becomes zero for the kth time.

(18) The effect of the appearance of Josephson steps at the
i-v-characteristics is well-known [1] ] and we will not describe
it here. They were observed many many times at voltages up
to 15 mV (n = 103) [85] and at frequencies up to 2.5 THz [86].

FIG. 13. - The dependence of the values of xm (solid lines)

and the value of (i1)max (dashed line) on the frequency of the
external action. The arrows show the corresponding values at

Q » 1 obtained from (5.2).

The dependence (ll)max on 03A9 is also shown at figure 13
by dashed line. But the using this curve is impeded
with the smoothing down of the edges of the steps
by fluctuations. Small fluctuations do not influence
on values xm.
Note another two interesting circumstances.

Firstly subharmonic steps i. e. steps at voltages
v = (n/m) 03A9 (m ~ 1) are absent for the resistive
model [87]-[90]. It is connected not with the absence
of harmonics of the Josephson oscillations (as it is
seen for instance from (2.5) their spectrum is very
reach with harmonics at S2  1) but with the specific
relations of amplitudes and phases of these harmonics.
Either even small deviation of the dependence Is(~)
from harmonic law or the connection of not large
capacitance in parallel with the junction causes the
appearance of these steps [91].

Secondly the values of steps in the resistive model
oscillate passing though zero during variation of i(l)
at all values of Q. If the dependence Is( cp) in real

junction is différent from harmonic one even a little,

then passings through zero will not take place. Really
we have from (5.5) at Q » 1

where a. = Jo(m.j0,1), j0,1 is the first root of the

equation Jo(x) = 0. If at least one of factors 03B5m ~ 0

then (i0)min  0.

The analysis of the experimental results for the

point contacts and the bridges of small dimensions

shows that the value (lo)min is close to zero in very
most cases of such structures. Therefore one can
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assert that the dependence Is(~) is pretty close to

harmonic one for the most of such structures and

observed discrepancies with the resistive model are
caused by another effects (perhaps by nonlinearity
and dispersion of the normal component of the
current [1]).

5. 2 THE JOSEPHSON RADIATION TO THE EXTERNAL

CIRCUIT. - Let now an external signal is absent
and the impedance of the external circuit is comparable
with the normal resistance of the junction (j ze 1  1).
In this case the voltage of the Josephson oscillations
across the junction will result in the arising of the
current ie of considerable magnitude.

This problem can be solved analytically [90], [92]
for instance in the case when the impedance Zg is

active and independent on frequency for all frequencies
except co = 0 : ze(03A9) = re - Cte. Physically almost
similar conditions take place at the insertion of the
junction into a long line without reflections. Carrying
out not complicated transformations we obtain

which is in agreement with (4.33) at r-1e  1.
As it is seen from the expression (5.7) the i-v

characteristic caves in down (see figure 1 in the
work [90]) owing to the self-detection and becomes
of « angle » shape in the limit case (re ~ 0)

Such « angle » is the limit for the i-v curve at decreasing
of ze for any type of the load.
We obtain for the power of the radiation at the

fundamental harmonic

The dependences of the maximum value of Pi with
respect to re and also this optimal value of re on
S2 = v are shown at figure 14 by dashed lines. It is
seen from figure 14 that it is advantageous to increase
Vo at fixed frequency Q untill we obtain 03A9  1 and
to make line impedance equal to

Then the maximum power

is proportional to the critical current. So in the
X-band region V03C9 ~ 2 x 10-5 V and for real junction
with Io - 3 mA (P1)max ~ 10-8 W. To obtain such
value of the power the long line having very small
impedance (re ~ 10-2 ohm) is required. Experimental
results are approaching nearer and nearer this value
of the power [93].

FIG. 14. - The dependence of maximum power P1 of the
radiation from the junction to the external circuit and corres-
ponding value of the load resistance (re) on the radiation fre
quency. The solid lines are for the cavity, the dashed lines are
for the long line. The fine lines are asymptotes : (1) : (2 ~3/9) S2,

(2) : [(n - 2)/2 03C0] 03A9, (3) : 1/(V3 S2), (4) : [03C0/4(03C02)]/2 Q.

It is more convenient to match the junction with
the resonator (cavity) of seires type which has at

resonance frequency rh = ph/6h? where ph and Qh
are wave impedance and quality respectively of the
resonator. When the resonator has high quality
(Qh » 1) and fluctuations are absent then the current
ie can be assumed to be harmonic and the problem
is identical to the external action problem. It was

solved in the work [80].
The self-detection produces the arising of narrow

wells at the i-v curve with relative bandwidth
~ Qh 1 (see Fig. 1 in the work [80]). The same depen-
dences as for the long line are shown by solid lines
at figure 14 for the resonator at precise tuning of it
(only asymptotes (19) are shown for (re)opt). It is
seen that the maximum power of the radiation to
the resonator at 03A9  1 is somewhat less than to
the long line. It is connected with the fact that the
resonator in contrast to the long line does not shunt
highest harmonics of the oscillations in the junction,
the presence of which results in the suppressing action
on oscillation process. This difference however is not

large. Therefore given above estimation for the
maximum power which can be obtained from real

junction is valid also in case of insertion of the junction
to the resonator where it is not essentially difficult
to realize required values of re (re  1).
There is an interesting case when the junction is

inserted to the special line of finite length with
|ze| ~ 1 [83], [84]. Resonances of both series

(j Ze | decreases) and parallel (1 ze 1 increases) types
can be realized in such line (in practice in strip reso-

(19) It was found that depths of the wells at re = (re)opt
for all values of 03A9 are within values

i = 2013 (0.45  0.55) x (i( 0) - v)

that can be used as a criterion of the matching.
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nator). They are located in pairs at the frequency
axis in case of simple geometry. In this case peaks
located in pairs at the i-v curve reveal themselves on
the background of common lowering of the i-v curve
[83]. These peaks are directed down for the resonances
of series type and up for the resonances of parallel
type inherent in the tunnel Josephson structures [1].

5.3 THE EQUATIONS FOR HIGH FREQUENCIES. -

To study in more detail processes taking place in the
junction at v N 03A9 (03A9 is the frequency of the coupling
current ie) we obtain auxiliary equations for case

03A9  1. The deriving them is like the deriving Kanter-
Vernon formula (see the part 4) but the expansion
is carrying out with respect to parameters Q-1 Z 1,
ie  1. We are finding the solution of the basic eq. (1.12)
in the form ~ = ~(0) + ~(1), where

We have used the fact that the spectra of the Joseph-
son oscillations and the external signal at v N Q

and low noise (F « 03A9) can be separated into two
parts. One is If current (frequencies « 03A9) and another
is hf currents with relatively narrow bandwidth.
The operating components of fluctuation current at

0393  03A9 are also If ones. Slow time function i (its
relative rate is much less than 03A9) should be chosen

again from the requirement  ~(1) &#x3E; = 0. We obtain
from (5.12) and (5.13) easily

where dashes (’) mean that given time functions are of
argument t’. Since the spectrum of ih is narrow we
can represent it in the form

where i,,, S are slowly varying amplitudes. Calculating
~(1) we obtain i

and the voltage across the junction v = ~(0) + ~(1).
It is convenient to separate this voltage into If (vl)
and hf (vh) components

where slowly varying phase ~(0) satisfies an equation

The quantity v is mean voltage across autonomous
function v = ~i2 - 1.

The set of eq. (5.15), (5.17), (5.18) is complete
one, i. e. it gives a possibility to find components of
the voltage across the junction at given currents ih
and il (20), We illustrate its application by two exam-
ples.
We have for autonomous junction (il - ih = 0)

from where one obtain directly expressions for the
spectral density sv(03A9) which are (2.24) and (2.29).
We obtain for case of the external hf signal (il = 0,

ih = i(1) sin Qt)

where bi = v - 03A9 is a deviation of the current from

autonomous value for v = Q. We obtain from (5.18)
and (5.20)

Since this equation is completely analogous to the
basic eq. (2. 12) is shows that the shape of the i-v

curve in the vicinity of the first Josephson step of
the current at 03A9  1 is analogous to the shape of
the i-v curve (2.10) in autonomous case [35], [76],
[94], [95]. In this case fluctuations also smooth over
the current step and during the analysis the expres-
sions (2. 10) are completely valid if to substitute the
intensity of fluctuations T for one normalized with
respect to the step value

5.4 THE « NON-JOSEPHSON » OSCILLATIONS AT OWN

FREQUENCY OF THE CAVITY. - Let the external circuit
at the frequency S2 has the high quality resonance
(Qh = Q/2 hh  1) of series type and the circuit
resistance rh corresponds to the resonant frequency.
As we have seen in the part 3 if the bias voltage is
somewhat less than S2 then the junction impedance
for oscillations at frequency Q has negative real

part Re z  0. If

then the oscillations will arise at own frequency Q
of the circuit (really cavity) and this frequency is

higher than frequency v of the Josephson oscillations
taking place simultaneously in the junction. And if
the condition of narrow bandwidth (3.31) is fulfilled
then the Josephson oscillations practically do not
excite the cavity. We will calculate a power of these
« non-Josephson » oscillations and a variation of

(20) For the case il = 0, if = 0, ih = i(1) sin 03A9t such equations
were used in the work [76].
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the i-v curve of the junction under action of these
oscillations.

Let the current through the cavity again has the
form ie = i(1) sin Qt. Then the eq. (5.21) is valid.
On the other hand Vh = - rh i(1) sin 03A9t at resonant

frequency and we have from (5.17)

Substituting sin x from (5.21) to (5.24) and carrying
out averaging procedure we have

This equation together with the expression (2. 10)
into which the substitutions (5.22) are introduced
form the set of two algebraic equations for quan-
tities ~&#x3E;=v&#x3E;-03A9 and i(1).
The variations of i-v curve of the junction and the

power of oscillations at the own frequency of the
cavity are shown at figure 15. The shape of these
curves depends only on the dimensionless factor

Q* = Q/(1 + rh), where Q is the regeneration factor
introduced earlier (see the part 3, Q - 1/8 Ql7).
At small noise (Q*  1) the variation of the i-v

FIG. 15. - The variation of the i-v curve of the junction at the
excitation of the cavity at own (« non-Josephson ») frequency
Q » 1. The parameter is the relative level of the fluctuations :
Q* = 1/8 03A90393(1 + rh) = dl4 r. The excitation takes place

if Q * &#x3E; 1. The power of the oscillations is also shown.

curve has the shape of triangular well with the dimen-
sions d = 1/2 S2(1 + rh) in the direction of the cur-
rent and dl2 in the direction of the voltage, differential
resistance at left slope of the well being equal to

minus unity i. e. to - R in dimensional units. The
left slope of the well corresponds to the « non-Joseph-
son » oscillations at the own frequency of the cavity
and the right slope corresponds to the forced oscilla-
tions of the cavity under action of the Josephson
oscillations of the junction [68]. As it follows from

figure 15 the maximum power of the parametric
(« non-Josephson ») radiation into the cavity at

any matching (i. e. any rh) is exactly equal to the
maximum power of the Josephson radiation (21).
The same result remains valid for Q  1. The

variation of the junction i-v curve depending on
rh at S2 = 0.3 is shown at figure 16. It is easy to
obtain in case rh  1 that rd at left slope is

i. e. is exactly equal by modulus to the resistance
of the autonomous junction at given bias voltage.

FIG. 16. - The same dependences as at figure 15 at 03A9 = 0.3

in the absence of fluctuations (Q*  1). The values of the
junction resistance rh = RHIR are shown with the figures.

(21) The parametric oscillations will not take place only in
wide-band external circuit when hh  d = 1/2 S2(1 + rh).
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The oscillations at the own frequency of the cavity
for the S-c-S junctions at v =1= 03A9 were observed recently
by Ulrich and Kluth [96], [97] (22). The triangular
wells at the i-v characteristics were observed clearly
in the works [68], [99], the expression (5.26) being
satisfied well. Moreover the wells at the i-v curve

corresponding to the self-detection during another
experiments with the S-c-S junctions inserted into
the cavity [41], [82] had the bandwidth much larger
than the cavity bandwidth and were similar to ones
shown at figures 15, 16. Therefore one has the reason
to guess that in these experiments the « non-Joseph-
son » oscillations also have taken place.
Note that the eq. (5.21) and (5.25) allow to obtain

another interesting results. Even if the parameter
Q*  1 and therefore the parametric oscillations do
not take place the anomalous impedance of the junc-
tion results in the variation of the forced Josephson
oscillations at the cavity. For instance if we observe
the processes in the cavity using narrow-band receiver
(with bandwidth « hh) tuned at the own frequency
of the cavity in the absence of the junction then the
maximum reading from the receiver at the variation
of the bias voltage will be observed not at v = Q
but at v = Q - dl2  03A9.

5.5 THE DOWN-CONVERSION WITH EXTERNAL PUMP-
ING. - The properties of the S-c-S junctions at the
action of strong external oscillations are using in
the parametric down-converters (mixers) with external
pumping [58], [66], [99]-[102] (23) where the variation
of the parameter is producing not owing to the intrinsic
Josephson oscillations but owing to intensive external
pumping signal at the frequency 03A9 (with the ampli-
tude ie). In addition to the pumping signal the input
signal at frequency 03A9 + L1 (usually 1 4 1  1, 03A9) is
applying to the junction and the If signal at frequency
1 Li is picking up from the junction. Two regimes of
operation in this case are possible. First is one when
the operating point is located at some current step
or superconducting region and second is one when
the operating point is located at the portion of the
i-v curve between steps.
One would think that the location of the operating

point at one of steps when the Josephson oscillations
are synchronized by external source allows to avoid
one of main shortcomings of converters with self-

pumping, namely the finite bandwidth of the pumping
and therefore of the output signal. However as it

was shown in our analysis which will be published
soon this regime has an essential shortcoming. To
make narrower the bandwidth of oscillations of the

junction we should have the current of sufficiently
large amplitude. At large current the step at which
the operating point is located becomes almost vertical
(rd ~ 0). Owing to this reason the If output impe-
dance of the converter becomes extremely low (24)
and the matching of the junction with the If circuit
becomes an exceptionally complicated problem. Even
if good matching would be achieved the parameters
of the down-converter will be almost the same as in
case with self-pumping. Therefore though the realiza-
tion of such regime is possible in principle it has not
practical interest. The same conclusion was made by
Kanter [66].

In the second regime the frequency of Josephson
oscillations is not connected with frequency 03A9 by a
definite relation and the self-pumping process does
not take part in the oscillations process.

Let us consider this regime for the case of wideband
hf circuit (3.22). In this case the effective hf impedance
is again equal to unity (i. e. to the normal resistance
of the junction) and the If output impedance is equal
to the dc differential resistance rd in the operating
point. Writing down the expression for coupling
current

note that at small input signal (e  (1 + rh) i03A9) one
can represent it in a form of the signal at frequency S2
which amplitude is quantity slowly varying with
time (25)

Let the operating point is located at the interval
b  v &#x3E; from the edge of the nearest step and

Then reaching the steady-state value of the voltage
 v &#x3E; across the junction will proceed in time

~ à  v &#x3E;|-1 which is much less than the period
of the variation of the effective amplitude of hf current
(2 n/4). Therefore one can suppose that the variation
of the i-v curve at fixed current is

Hence we have for the conversion factor in the
absence of intrinsic losses in If and hf circuits (26)

(22) Such oscillations in the Josephson structures were

observed first in the tunnel junctions [98]. See also [54].
(23) In these works and also in our experiments with the

conversion of 4 mm signal to X-band range the combination
frequency oscillations were observed directly in contrast to the
works [73], [85] where only the steps at the i-v curve correspond-
ing to combination frequency were observed. See also [90].

(24) It is that low impedance owing to which they have not
observed experimentally a conversion at such regime.

(25) Such representation of the conversion mechanism was
given first in the work [100].

(26) Similar expression was obtained in the works [66], [104].
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Thus the matching has being reached of course at
ri = rd, rh = 1. Using the expression (5.1) and also
the results of calculation of the i-v characteristic at

03A9  1 (see for instance [89]) we obtain that at the
correct choice of the operating point (sufficiently
near to the edge of the nth step)

Since ([2 J’n(i03A9/03A9)]2)max ~ 1 one can see from (6.32)
and (3.27) that Gmax for wide-band down-converter
with external pumping at Q % 1 is rd times larger
than for the similar converter with the self-pumping.
For 03A9  1 even the conversion with gain (at rd &#x3E; 4)
is quite possible.
The maximum value of rd depends on the noise

level (see Fig. 1) and the values rd  10 most probably
are real (essentially at 03A9  1).

Before finding noise parameters of the down-conver-
ter note that at Sl  1 as it is seen from (5.21) the
variation of the « différence phase » x proceeds with
the same manner as the variation of the phase in case
of autonomous junction. Therefore carrying out the
same calculations as in the part II we obtain that the
expression (2. 30) is valid if rd  1. Hence the noise

temperature of the down-converter reduced to the

output is 

Corresponding calculations for case 03A9  1 are

not carried out yet but preliminary estimations show
that the expression (5.33) is valid may be at somewhat
other value of factor a. Therefore we have for the
noise temperature reduced to the input

The comparison of (5.34) with the results for the
down-converter with self-pumping (3. 30) shows that
the noise properties of both down-converters are almost
the same.
The noise of the pump oscillator at the hf signal

frequency is often appreciable source of noise in
down-converter. Therefore the question about maxi-
mum possible frequency of If circuit |~| is important.
According carried out above calculation G does not
depend on L1 until |~||03B4  v &#x3E; I. Therefore to
increase d Imax it is necessary to make larger the inter-
val 1 Ô  v &#x3E; 1 from the operating point to the edge
of the step. At

Therefore

At 03A9  1 the variation of rd is small at the whole
of the portion of the i-v curve between the steps and

Thus 1 L1 Lax practically in all cases is sufficiently
large (of order of the characteristic frequency of the
junction or of the input signal frequency).

The numerical results for the down-converters
with external pumping were obtained only in the

works [58], [66], [103]. According to the communi-
cation of Kanter [66] the conversion loss about
10 dB was obtained at the conversion from 13 GHz
to 60 MHz at T = 4.2 K in the work [103]. For any
real junctions at T = 4.2 K (03C90/2 n) » 13 GHz i. e.

03A9  1 and the theory predicts in this case the value
(G-1)min ~ 0 dB. So the mentioned experimental
loss should be put down to the matching. The similar
conclusion should be done for the results of the

works [58], [66]. The minimum loss 11 dB for the

conversion from 34 GHz to 300 MHz was obtained
in the work [58] and the losses 10 dB and 14 dB for
the conversion from 90 GHz to 15 GHz and 30 MHz

respectively were obtained in the work [66]. Note
that in the last case the parameter S2 was comparable
with unity.
The value of the NEP N 10-18 W/Hz1/2 is given

also in the work [103]. It corresponds to Tin L-- 6 x 104 K
while taking into account the conversion loss one can
obtain from (5.34) at a = 2 the noise temperature
Tin ~ 3 x 102 K. It is difficult to explain now such
large discrepancy.

6. The discussion of the results. The conclusion. -

6. 1 THE NOISE PROPERTIES OF THE RECEIVING DEVICES

USING THE S-c-S JUNCTIONS. - We have obtained in
the parts 3, 5 the limit characteristics including the
noise characteristics of different receiving devices :

detectors, amplifiers, down-converters with self- and

external pumping. The operation regimes of these

devices are different to a considerable extent however

all of them have identical to a certain degree noise
characteristics.

Indeed let any of these devices is the first stage of
the receiver, and following stages of it are ideal i. e.

do not insert additional noise. Then the noise equi-
valent power for any of these receivers as it follows

from (3.30), (3.38), (3.39), (4.20), (4.26), (4.31),
(4.32) can be written down in the form

where A and B are factors, slightly different for

different regimes but each of order of unity, Hh
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is effective hf bandwidth of given device, HM is

output bandwidth (reciprocal averaging time).
The expression (6.1) has the same structure as

well-known formula for ideal receiver at frequency

where the factor C (of order of unity) depends on the
method of signal processing. This formula is valid
when the receiver is under action of the hf noise

corresponding to Nyquist formula at the temperature
T and the bandwidth Hh, and it is not valid when the
If noise at output of the receiver prevails over the hf
noise.

The most essential peculiarity of the expression (6. 1)
consists in the increasing of (NEP)m;n, or the noise
temperature which is equivalent to the NEP, of the
Josephson receiving devices proportionally to Q2
at Q % 1. This increasing is connected with different
reasons for different devices.

The increasing of the (NEP)min for the detectors
in wide-band and self-selection regimes and also for
the down-converters with wide-band hf circuit (3.22)
is connected with the decreasing of down-conversion
efficiency (G for down-converters and il for detectors)
at 03A9 &#x3E; 1. In next turn it is caused by the most part
of the signal energy at Q » 1 being dissipated in the
normal resistance of the junction.
The responsivity of detectors and the efficiency of

amplifiers and down-converters at regenerative regime
of operation become so high that the influence of the
If noise is small. One would think that in this case the
conditions are fulfilled at which the formula (6.2)
is valid. However as it is seen for instance from (2.43)
the penetration of the wings of the Josephson oscilla-
tions line into the hf bandwidth of the device results
in the effective hf noise temperature being equal to

even at 0393 ~ 0. Since to achieve the regeneration at
03A9  1 as it follows from (3.11) the satisfying of the
inequality L1  1/4 03A9 is necessary then

and this is that which results in increasing of the NEP.
Thus achieving the limit value of the NEP (6.2)

(i. e. of the noise temperature equal to the physical
temperature T) for considered receiving devices is

possible only at frequencies which are less than the
characteristic frequency Wo of the junction. Therefore
the main requirement to the junctions for microwave
application is high value of wo, i. e. Vo.
The parameter cvo is of importance also for the

other applications of S-c-S junctions. It can be shown
REVUE DE PHYSIQUE APPLIQUÉE. - T. 9, N° 1, JANVIER 1974

for instance that the noise equivalent magnetic flux
in Josephson magnetometers (SQUID’s) is equal to
~min ~ ~0(HM/03C90)1/2, ~0 being the flux quantum
and HM, the bandwidth of measurement circuit.

6.2 THE RESISTANCE OF THE JUNCTION AND THE
PROBLEM OF THE SHUNTING. - The requirements for
the normal resistance R which is second important
parameter of the junction are contradictory in all
cases except the case of the wide-band detector.
Indeed the best characteristics of it are achievable
at the resistance R N Rf values of which at T = 4.2 K
are of order of 102-103 ohms. The hf matching of
such junction is not problem since the wave impe-
dance of usual microwave circuits is of order of
wave impedance of the free space (Ro = 120 03C0 ohm) (27).
Of course the technology of reliable and reproducible
junctions with such resistance and also shielding of
the junctions with respect to external interferencies
are problems.
For the rest of operation regimes of the S-c-S

junctions it is necessary, on the one hand, to have R
of order of at least 101-102 ohms for convenience
of hf and If matching and, on the other hand, to
decrease the value of 17 for decreasing the oscillations
bandwidth. So for instance if one needs the self-
selective detector with relative bandwidth - 10-4
then even in the absence of If interferences the corres-

ponding value of R should be N 10-1 ohm.

Fortunately thermal fluctuations (1.8) actually
are not unavoidable. Like the If interferences they
can be reduced strongly owing to shunting the junction
with small external resistance Rs  R even being at
the same temperature [34], [42], [106], [107]. Besides
the value of shunt resistance the upper frequency 03C9s
untill which the shunt impedance is of order of Ra
is also important parameter of the shunt. So in the
simplest case cvs ~ Ra jLs, where Ls is the inductance
of the conductor forming the shunt.
As we have seen in the part II the line bandwidth ri

of the Josephson oscillations at Q » 1 depends on
fluctuations spectral components only with frequencies
less than 03931. For all devices except wide-band detector
required values of ri « Q, |~|, i. e. the line band-
width of the oscillations should be much less than

frequencies of hf and If processes. Therefore is to
choose the shunt so that

then reducing Il in (RS/R) times is taking place and
another properties of the junction do not change.

(27) It is interesting to note that, as eV0 ~ kT always for

superconductors, the proximity of values Rf/2 N h/4 e2 and
Ro = 4 03C0/c one to another is the consequence of the fact that the
constant of electromagnetic interaction a = e2/hc £i 1/137 is

only about two orders less than unity [105].
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The main difhculty for selective regimes of detectors
consists in the fact that the shunt should not act at

the frequency of which the detected signal has being
picked up. There are two ways to avoid this difficulty.
The first one consists in using radio frequency (rf)
biasing (cross modulation regime) i. e. when the

information about the variation of the i-v curve is

picking up not in the form of variation of the bias
voltage but in the form of variation of the junction
impedance for the rf signal with the voltage ampli-
tude across the junction - 03931 Vo, Such method was
used in the works [72]-[74].
The second way is also available in principle when a

series resonance circuit tuned at frequency of the

detected signal is inserted in series with the shunt.

6.3 THE PARAMETERS OF THE DEVICES USING THE

SHUNTING. - Let the conditions (6.5) are fulfilled.
Define

It is easy to see that in this case the expression (2.28)
becomes

and the basic expressions (2.43), (3.14) remain in
former form at the substitution 03931 ~ Fis. Using
them we obtain the following results if Ts = T.

6. 3. 1 The non-regenerative (wide-band) down-conver-
ter with self-pumping. - The expressions (3.24)-
(3.30) remain valid.

6.3.2 The regenerative amplifier. - The expres-
sions (3.32), (3.33), (3.36) for the efficiency remain
valid at taking into account the transformation of Q

and for the noise temperature we obtain from (3.34)

6. 3. 3 The regenerative down-converter with self
pumping. - The same results take place as in previous
case.

6.3.4 The detector in the self-selection regime. -
The expressions (4.23), (4.25) are valid if to produce
the substitution Ifh ~ Irh(rs/r). Instead of (4.26)
we obtain at 1 A | = 03931s, rh = 1 :

(NEP)m;n = (8/~03C0/kT(Hh Hm)1/203A92. (6.11)

6. 3. 5 The detector in regenerative regime (external

selection). - Instead of Q in the expression (4.32) we
obtain

at the same conditions as for the regenerative amplifier.
6. 3. 6 The down-converter with external pumping. -

All expressions for G remain valid but is is necessary
to take into account that the values of rd increase at
decreasing of fluctuations.
The advantages of the shunting are so significant

that it is difficult to imagine a case when it would not
be advantageous.

6.4 THE COMPARISON OF THE RECEIVING DEVICES
USING THE S-c-S JUNCTIONS. - It is natural for the
conclusion to compare the obtained characteristics
of different receiving devices using single S-c-S junction
and to attempt to choose the most suitable one among
them. Of course this choice depends on a given problem
and in first turn on the required hf bandwidth of the
receiver.

In case of devices like radiometers where maximum
hf bandwidth is desirable the Josephson detector

operating in wide-band regime is preferable because
its own bandwidth at 03A9 ~ 1 and optimal values of v
and T is of order of co,. So taking for example again
two-millimeter waveband range and values T = 4.2 K,
Vo = 300 flV, an = 1 we have from figure 12

at the bandwidth - 50 GHz. We see that the tempe-
rature sensitivity of the wideband detector using as a
radiometer can reach value of order of 10-3 K that
is essentially better than for operating now competing
devices.

In case of radiometers which hf bandwidth is
limited by the given problem or by the bandwidth
of the intermediate frequency (if) amplifier, really
of order not more than several GHz for centimeter
waveband range, the application of the down-
converters with external pumping is possible. Very
low conversion losses can be achieved using such
device (even gain is available at rd &#x3E; 4) so that the
requirements to the if amplifiers for them are not so
strict. So for instance at mentioned above parameters
and if bandwidth 1 GHz we have at optimal shunting
for the (NEP)m;n N 10- l’ W/HzlJ2 that corresponds
to the temperature sensitivity b Tf ’" 10-3 K taking
into account image channel. To realize such figure
it is necessary to have the if amplifier with effective
noise temperature z 20 K. One should keep in mind
however that properties of such down-converters
will deteriorate at frequencies higher than Wo even
using the shunting.
For the purpose of the measurements of spectra

(especially line spectra) of signals the wide-band
down-converters with self-pumping and the self-
selective detectors are promising. The latter is appa-
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rently preferable because it is simpler (the if amplifier
is absent) and as it follows from (6.8), (6.11) can
ensure the same parameters as the down-converter.
For instance for real hf bandwidth in the shunting
regime equal to T1s/03A9 = 10 3 we have for the detector

The most reasonable field of application of the

regenerative devices with negative resistance (ampli-
fiers, down-converters and detectors) is the receiving
of signals in the fixed narrow band because the

retuning of the external cavity, which is necessary
in this case, keeping constant and high level of the
regeneration is special problem. The important
advantage of the devices with regeneration is their

capability to operate with the shunt at Q  1 main-

taining comparatively high conversion efficiency.
If just the measurement of the signal power is impor-
tant the detector has advantage again in comparison
with others. For instance at the bandwidth of the

cavity without the junction 3 GHz (Q - 102) and
the degree of the regeneration 20 dB we have

(NEP)min ~ 3 x 10-18 W/Hz1/2 in the bandwidth
30 MHz.

The down-converters with self-pumping (non-
regenerative and regenerative) are preferable instead
of detectors (self-selective and regenerative respec-
tively) only in case when the information about the
signal phase is necessary or instead of the down-
converters with external pumping in two cases, one
when receiving system is compact and other when
operating frequencies are high (0 » 1).
Thus practically each of the studied here regimes

of operation has its own field of application. Using
them one can have the receiving devices with high
performance in one’s special case. Note in connection
with this that the proximity of the effective tempe-
rature of these devices and T means that the regis-
tration of signals with frequencies cv = kT/h at the
single photon level is possible [105]. However as

it was shown the practical realization of this possi-
bility is quite different from one supposed in the

work [105]. We think that using superconducting
cavities of high quality in non-steady-state regime
[108] with the Josephson receiving devices it will be
possible to detect single photon signals even at fre-
quencies (J)  kT/h.
We have described here only the systems each

inserting one contact. It is well known that the sys-
tems of some (many) Josephson junctions can have
very high parameters, essentially as the elements of
wide-band detectors. Having no room for detailed
discussion of these questions we put here only one
of obtained results. The limit parameters of wideband
detector with many S-c-S junctions (with granular
superconductor for instance) cannot be better than
ones for one-junction detector. However, the utili-
zation of many-junction detectors can be more advan-
tageous in the case of strong external interferences
and also when many-mode radiation of submillimeter
range is received.
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